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Summary 

Results from an experimental investigation doc-
umenting the flow field over a 75° swept delta wing 
at an angle of attack of 20.5° are presented. Re-
suits obtained in the investigation include surface 
flow visualization, off-body flow visualization, and 
detailed flow-field surveys for various Reynolds num-
bers. Flow-field surveys at Reynolds numbers of 
0.5 x 106, 1.0 x 106, and 1.5 x 106 based on the 
root chord were conducted with both a pitot pres-
sure probe and a five-hole pressure probe, and three-
component laser velocimeter surveys were conducted 
at a Reynolds number of 1.0 x 106. The pitot pressure 
surveys were obtained at five chordwise stations, the 
five-hole probe surveys were obtained at three chord-
wise stations, and the laser velocimeter surveys were 
obtained at one station. 

The results confirm the classical roil up of the flow 
into a pair of primary vortices over the delta wing. 
The velocity measurements indicate that Reynolds 
number has little effect on the global structure of the 
flow field for the test Reynolds number range. Mea-
surements of the nondimensionalized axial velocity in 
the core of the vortex indicate a jet-like flow with val-
ues greater than twice free stream. Comparisons be-
tween velocity measurements from the five-hole pres-
sure probe and the laser velocimeter indicate that the 
pressure probe does a reasonable job of measuring 
the flow-field quantities when the velocity gradients 
in the flow field are low. 

Introduction 

Computational methods are progressing rapidly 
toward the prediction of the three-dimensional flow 
field about complex geometries at high angles of at-
tack. These methods solve either the Euler or Navier-
Stokes equations, and typically, some assumptions 
about the structure of the flow field are made to make 
the solution more tractable. These computational 
methods require a large number of points to ade-
quately model the flow field, and they produce large 
amounts of information. To validate these methods, 
detailed experimental flow-field measurements are re-
quired. To date, few sets of experimental data exist 
which are of sufficient detail and completeness to al-
low a definitive validation of current computational 
methods. 

This paper describes an experimental effort at the 
Langley Research Center to document the flow field 
over a 750 swept delta wing at an angle of attack of 
20.5°. The data obtained include surface flow visual-
ization at Reynolds numbers based on the root chord 
ranging from 0.5 x 106 to 2.0 x 106 in increments of 
0.25 x 106; pitot pressure surveys at five chordwise

stations at Reynolds numbers of 0.5 x 106, 1.0 x 106, 
and 1.5 x 106; five-hole pressure probe surveys at 
three chordwise stations at Reynolds numbers of 
0.5 x 106, 1.0 x 106, and 1.5 x 106; and three-
component laser velocimeter surveys at one chord-
wise station at a Reynolds number of 1.0 x 106. 
Reynolds number variation was accomplished by 
changing the tunnel speed, which corresponds to a 
Mach number range of 0.04 to 0.11. All data ob-
tained during this investigation are available upon 
request from NASA Langley Research Center, Ex-
perimental Methods Branch, M.S. 170, Hampton, 
VA 23665-5225. Supersonic data were previously 
obtained with this same model in the Langley Uni-
tary Plan Wind Tunnel by Miller and Wood (ref. 1) 
and compared with computational results in refer-
ence 2. A comparison of the results from the present 
investigation with the results from the computational 
method described in reference 2 is presented in ref-
erence 3 for a Reynolds number of 0.5 x 106. 

Symbols

local span of model, in. 

Cp	 static pressure coefficient Ps - Ps,00 
q 

C,t	 pitot pressure coefficient, Pt - Pt,00 
q 

Dp	 particle diameter, ft 

centerline length of 75° delta wing 
model (22.392 in.) 

Ps	 static pressure, lb/ft2 

A	 pitot pressure, lb/ft2 

dynamic pressure, 	 lb/ft2 

R	 Reynolds number, U11v 

vortex core radius 

St Stokes number, 	 USDP 2 

us swirl velocity near vortex core, ft/sec 

U00 free-stream velocity, ft/sec 

U, v, w velocity components in body axis 
system, ft/sec 

U,	 , iii velocity components in tunnel axis 
system, ft/sec 

root mean square (rms) of fluctuating 
component of ü velocity, ft/sec 

V local flow velocity vector, ft/sec 

x, y, z distance from coordinate origin in 
body axis system, in.



distance from coordinate origin in 
tunnel axis system, in. 

a	 pitch angle of flow with respect to 
probe axis, deg 

yaw angle of flow with respect to 
probe axis, deg 

F	 circulation, ft2/sec 

nondimensionalized semispan location, 

b/2 

total flow angle with respect to 

X-axis,
	 Vsin-1( _

/v2 +w2 \ 
2+2+2) 

1	 kinematic viscosity, ft2/sec 

P	 density, slugs/ft3 

W	 nondimensionalized vorticity, 
1 (8v Ow 

Subscripts: 

meas	 measured 

P	 particle 

transition 

cxj	 free-stream conditions 

Test Facility and Data Acquisition 
System 

The 75° swept delta wing was tested in the Lang-
ley Basic Aerodynamics Research Tunnel (BART). 
The BART is an open-return wind tunnel with a test 
section 28 in. high, 40 in. wide, and 10 ft long. The 
maximum test section velocity is 220ft/sec which 
yields a Reynolds number per foot of 1.4 x 106. The 
airflow entering the test section is conditioned by a 
honeycomb, four antiturbulence screens, and a con-
traction ratio of 11:1. A photograph of the facility is 
shown in figure 1. 

The effect of free-stream turbulence intensity on 
vortex structures is not understood at this time; 
therefore, the variation of the longitudinal compo-
nent of turbulence intensity as measured with a nor-
mal wire with test-section q is presented in figure 2. 
The figure indicates that the turbulence intensity 
ranges from 0.05 to 0.08 percent at test-section q of 10 
and 45 lb/ft 2 , respectively. The fluctuating voltage 
from the normal wire was conditioned with a high-
pass filter of 1 Hz and a low-pass filter of 10 kHz.

Model Description 

The model used in this investigation was a 75° 
swept delta wing. A sketch of the model is presented 
in figure 3. The model has a centerline length of 
22.392 in. and a span of 12 in. The upper surface 
of the delta wing was flat. The leading edge of the 
delta wing is sharp (0.005 in. radius) with a chamfer 
of 10° normal to the leading edge. The model was 
attached to the model support system at x/l = 0.64 
on the lower surface. Figure 4 shows the delta wing 
mounted in the test section. 

Experimental Techniques 

Flow Visualization 

Surface flow visualizations were conducted at 
Reynolds numbers ranging from 0.5 x 106 to 2.0 x 106 
in increments of 0.25 x 106. The upper surface of 
the model was covered with a black vinyl adhesive-
backed paper. A mixture of titanium dioxide (Ti02) 
suspended in kerosene, with a small amount of oleic 
acid added as an anticoagulant, was painted on the 
vinyl paper with a brush. The airspeed in the test 
section was brought to test conditions, and after the 
kerosene had evaporated, the Ti0 2 was left deposited 
on the surface. The vinyl paper was then carefully 
lifted off the surface, placed on poster board, and 
photographed for a permanent record. 

Laser light sheet flow visualization was used to see 
if the vortices shed by the model were burst and to 
determine if the probes used in this investigation had 
any visible effect on the vortices. The laser light sheet 
was produced with a 5-W argon ion laser as the light 
source with a twin-mirrored galvanometer light sheet 
generator as described in reference 4. The smoke 
was produced by vaporizing propylene glycol at a 
temperature of 380'F and introduced into the tunnel 
circuit ahead of the honeycomb. Figure 5 shows a 
typical laser light sheet photograph and illustrates 
the capability of the system to produce simultaneous 
multiple light sheets. 

Pitot Pressure Surveys 

Pitot pressure surveys were conducted at x11 = 
0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, and 1.1 in planes normal to the free-
stream direction for Reynolds numbers of 0.5 x 106, 
1.0 x 106, and 1.5 x 106. The probe used was a 
boundary-layer probe approximately 0.024 in. wide 
by 0.013 in. high with a wall thickness of 0.005 in. 
A sketch of the pitot pressure probe is presented in 
figure 6. The pitot pressure probe was always aligned 
parallel to the free-stream direction. 

Whenever a probe is introduced into a complex 
flow field, the effect of the probe on the flow field 
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must be considered as well as the measurement char-
acteristics of the probe. The pitot pressure probe 
used in this investigation was chosen because its ex-
tremely small size enabled measurements to be made 
with high spatial resolution in the flow field. It was 
recognized at the outset of the investigation that the 
probe would not be capable of measuring the true 
total pressure since it is always aligned in the free-
stream direction and not in the direction of the local 
flow. Figure 7 presents the pitot pressure measured 
by the probe as a function of the yaw angle. The 
figure shows that the probe has a plateau region of 
only ±7° and its response rolls off sharply outside 
this range. The same response was measured for 
both pitch and yaw at multiple free-stream dynamic 
pressures. 

A computer-controlled probe-positioning system 
with a 0.0005-in, resolution was used to traverse the 
probe through the flow field above the delta wing. At 
the beginning of each survey and after the airspeed 
was brought to test condition, the model surface was 
located through the use of an electrical probe fouling 
circuit. This was done to lessen the effect of the probe 
and model deflections under aerodynamic loading. 
Once the model surface was located, the flow-field 
survey was conducted. A typical flow-field survey 
consisted of a grid of approximately 91 points hori-
zontally by 31 points vertically (2800 data points 
per survey location) with a spacing between points 
equal to 1.67 percent of the local span. The data 
acquisition software also allowed the researcher to 
specify an embedded survey grid in the survey just 
acquired. In this investigation, the embedded grid 
option was used for a more detailed survey of the 
secondary vortex. The embedded grids typically con-
tained 1700 data points with a grid spacing equal to 
0.35 percent of the local span. 

Pressure data were acquired with an electronic-
scanning pressure system with 5-psid transducers de-
ranged to 1 psid. The accuracy of these transducers 
is ±0.002 psi. This accuracy is a function of temper-
ature (±0.0005 psi/°F); therefore, the data acquisi-
tion system continuously monitored the temperature 
where the transducers were located and automati-
cally performed a calibration when the temperature 
changed more than 2°F. After stepping to each mea-
surement location and pausing 0.5 sec to allow for 
pressure stabilization, the mean pressure was deter-
mined by averaging 255 samples acquired over a time 
interval of 1 sec. The pitot pressure was measured 
by referencing the pressure transducers to the to-
tal pressure downstream of the last antiturbulence 
screen. The pitot pressure was nondimensionalized 
by the free-stream dynamic pressure to obtain the 
pitot pressure coefficient Co.

Five-Hole Probe Surveys 
Five-hole probe surveys were conducted to mea-

sure flow angularity and velocity above the delta 
wing. These surveys were obtained at xli = 0.7, 0.9, 
and 1.1 in planes normal to the free-stream direction 
for Reynolds numbers of 0.5 x 106, 1.0 x 106, and 
1.5 x 106. 

The probe used in this investigation was a hemi-
spherically tipped, 0.125-in-diameter five-hole pres-
sure probe. A sketch of the probe is presented in 
figure 8. Equations defining the potential flow over a 
sphere can relate the pressure difference between the 
ports to the flow velocity. These equations can be 
generalized to allow for viscous effects, and constants 
for the equations can be determined from calibration 
data. The derivation of the calibration equations and 
the method of acquiring the calibration data are de-
scribed in reference 5. The errors in a, 0, and q de-
duced from the five-hole probe calibration data are 
presented in figure 9. The five-hole probe was al-
ways aligned in the free-stream direction and used 
the same probe positioning system and pressure mea-
surement technique described previously. A typical 
flow-field survey consisted of a grid similar to that 
of the measurements of C,t (3300 data points per 
survey location). The embedded survey grid option 
was not used because the large size of the probe rel-
ative to the secondary vortex would not yield good 
resolution of the vortex. 

Laser Velocimeter Surveys 
The BART is equipped with a dedicated three-

component laser velocimeter (IV) system to enable 
the nonintrusive measurement of flow fields. The IV 
is capable of obtaining accurate velocity measure-
ments in flow fields with reverse flows, large shear 
gradients, and velocity fluctuations. For this investi-
gation, an.LV survey was obtained at the longitudinal 
station x/l = 0.9 at a Reynolds number of 1.0 x 106 
for comparison with the five-hole pressure probe 
results. 

The BART IV system (fig. 10) is a three-color, 
orthogonal, crossed-fringe configuration with the re-
ceive optics mounted 90° off-axis. The 514.5-, 496.5-, 
and 476.5-nm wavelengths are used to acquire the 
lateral (i), streamwise (u), and vertical (iii) veloc-
ity components, respectively. Bragg cells are used 
to provide directional measurement capability in all 
three velocity components. The sample volume is 
spherical in shape and has been calculated to be ap-
proximately 150 Am in diameter. The optics and 
laser move as a unit on a traversing system that pro-
vides 1 m of travel with 10-pm resolution in all three 
axes. Additional information detailing the IV is pre-
sented in reference 6. 

-

-

-

- 

- 
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The flow field was seeded with 0.8-jim polystyrene 
latex microspheres. The seed particles were sus-
pended in a mixture of alcohol and water and were 
injected into the flow upstream of the honeycomb 
with an atomizing spray nozzle. Typically 500 to 
4096 velocity samples were obtained at each measure-
ment location in the flow field. The actual number of 
samples depended on the particular location in the 
flow field and the particle seeding rate. 

The IV measures the velocity of the seed parti-
cles; therefore, it is important that the particle track 
the streamlines accurately. The ability of the particle 
to follow the streamline is directly related to the size 
of the particle. Theoretical predictions of particle 
trajectories in various flows were reported in refer-
ences 7 through 10. Dring and Suo (ref. 7) concluded 
that the particle trajectory in a free vortex swirling 
flow is governed primarily by the Stokes number, St, 
and when St is less than 0.01, the particle will follow 
the circular streamlines of the free vortex. 

The 0.8-pm particles used during this test have 
a density pp of 2.03727 slugs/ft 3 . The Stokes num-
ber for the particles, based on the radius and the 
swirl velocity at the edge of the vortex core, is 0.007. 
The numerical procedure described by Dring and Suo 
(ref. 7) was used to predict the particle trajectories 
for the vortices that were measured during this in-
vestigation. The predictions show that the particles 
used during this test follow the streamlines of the 
vortex with-an accuracy of about 1 percent. 

Results and Discussion

Flow Visualization 

A brief description of the flow over a swept delta 
wing will aid in the subsequent discussion of the re-
sults. At moderate to high angles of attack, the air-
flow separates at the sharp leading edge of a swept 
delta wing. The separated shear layer rolls up into 
two primary vortices as sketched in figure 11 (from 
ref. 11). As the airflow rolls up and over the primary 
vortices, it impinges on the surface along the primary 
attachment line and then flows outward. The influ-
ence of these two vortices on the wing upper surface 
produces suction pressures near the delta wing lead-
ing edge (fig. 11(a)). Because of the steep adverse 
pressure gradients induced outboard of the primary 
vortex, the boundary layer separates and a secondary 
vortex may form in the region between the boundary-
layer separation and the leading edge. These smaller 
secondary vortices induce additional velocities on the 
surface and cause further modification of the wing 
pressure distribution. Depending on Reynolds num-
ber, additional tertiary separations may also occur.

The secondary separation lines appear as rays em-
anating from the apex of the delta wing as shown 
in figure 11(b). When the boundary-layer transi-
tion from laminar to turbulent occurs, the position 
of the secondary separation shifts outward toward 
the leading edge as described by Hummel in refer-
ence 11. Vortex bursting will also cause a shift in the 
secondary separation line. In fact, Lambourne and 
Bryer (ref. 12) described a situation in which the vor-
tex bursting over the surface of the wing caused an 
outward shift or bending in the secondary separation 
line because of a reduction in the adverse pressure 
gradient and an increase in turbulence. This was not 
the case in this investigation, since the laser light 
sheet flow visualization, as in figure 5, confirmed that 
the vortices did not burst over the entire Reynolds 
number range of the test. 

The region where the boundary-layer transition 
from laminar to turbulent occurs is important for val-
idating computational methods, especially Reynolds-
averaged Navier-Stokes codes which use turbulence 
models. Therefore, boundary-layer transition was 
not fixed on either the upper or lower wing surfaces. 
Surface flow visualizations using titanium dioxide 
and kerosene were used to characterize the state of 
the boundary layer for Reynolds numbers between 
0.5 x 106 and 2.0 x 106. The complete set of sur-
face flow visualizations are presented in figure 12. 
The surface flow visualizations were digitized to ob-
tain the location of the secondary separation lines 
and these data are presented in figure 13. The fig-
ure shows the position of the secondary separation 
lines for the Reynolds numbers used in the investiga-
tion. The Reynolds number where transition begins 
is defined as

Rt = xtloo 

where xt is the streamwise distance from the apex 
to where transition begins. The transition Reynolds 
number ranged from 0.8 x 106 to 0.9 x 106, which 
agrees well with the results of Hummel presented in 
reference 11. The figure shows that the transition 
of the boundary layer occurs at the trailing edge of 
the wing at a Reynolds number of approximately 
1.0 x 106 and moves forward to x11 0.4 at a 
Reynolds number of 2.0 x 106. 

Pitot Pressure Coefficient C,t 

As stated previously, whenever a probe is intro-
duced into a complex flow field, the effect of the probe 
on the flow field must be considered as well as the 
measurement characteristics of the probe. Flow vi-
sualization has confirmed that the presence of the 
probe did not cause premature bursting of the vor-
tex or any visually perceptible disturbance to either



the primary or secondary vortices for the flow condi-
tions of this investigation. The pitot pressure probe 
used for these flow-field surveys was chosen because 
its small size enabled measurements to be made with 
high spatial resolution. It was recognized at the out-
set of the investigation that the probe would not be 
capable of measuring the true total pressure since it 
is always aligned in the free-stream direction and not 
in the direction of the local flow. Since the sensitivity 
of the pitot pressure probe is known, the measured 
data can be compared with computational results 
which predict pressure and velocity at all points in 
the flow field. Velocity and static pressure field data 
from computational methods can be used to compute 
a reduced total pressure coefficient, based on bring-
ing only the component of the local velocity vector 
aligned with the free stream to rest. The pitot pres-
sure data presented in this paper are uncorrected for 
effects due to the probe. 

Figure 14 presents a typical contour plot of the 
pitot pressure coefficient. The results indicate a high 
gradient in C,t just outboard of the primary vortex 
core. It also shows two interesting regions where C,,t 
measured in the flow field is very nearly equal to C,t 
measured in the free stream. The first region appears 
as a hole between the free shear layer and the cores 
of the primary vortices. The second is a roughly 
triangular region at the centerline of the wing near 
the surface. These features were interesting because 
they were not apparent in the smoke patterns of 
the laser light sheet or in previous investigations 
on a similar geometry (ref. 11). Comparisons of 
these data with the reduced total pressure coefficient 
data obtained from the CFL3D Navier-Stokes code 
(fig. 15) show that these two regions are caused by 
the inability of the probe to measure the true total 
pressure coefficient. A more complete comparison of 
these data are presented in reference 13. 

Figure 16 presents color contours of the pitot 
pressure coefficient data acquired over the 75° swept 
delta wing at xli = 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, and 1.1 
superimposed on the Ti0 2 surface flow visualization 
for Reynolds numbers of 0.5 x 106, 1.0 x 106, and 
1.5 x 106. 

Figure 17 presents typical C,t data acquired dur-
ing an embedded survey of the secondary vortex (—y) 
for xli = 0.9, R = 0.5 x 106, 1.0 x 106, and 1.5 x 106. 
The figure shows that the transition of the boundary 
layer from laminar to turbulent changes the structure 
of the secondary vortex. For a Reynolds number of 
0.5 x 106 at xli = 0.9, the laminar boundary-layer 
separation occurs at ij 0.6. Figure 17(a) shows 
a large value of C,,t (1.5) in the region just after 
boundary-layer separation. For a Reynolds number 
of 1.5 x 106, the turbulent boundary-layer separation

occurs at i 0.8. Figure 17(c) does not show the 
large values of C,t, and the spatial extent of the sec-
ondary vortex is significantly reduced from that of 
the 0.5 x 106 case. 

Velocity Surveys 

Velocity surveys were obtained for xli = 0.7, 
0.9, and 1.1 for Reynolds numbers of 0.5 x 106, 
1.0 x 106, and 1.5 x 106. A typical cross-flow vector 
survey is shown in figure 18. In this case, the 
longitudinal station was xii = 0.9 and R was 1.0 x 
106 . Figures 19, 20, and 21 present velocity contours 
for all three components for Reynolds numbers of 
0.5 x 106, 1.0 x 106, and 1.5 x 106, respectively. 
These figures indicate that Reynolds number has 
little influence over the primary vortex structure. 
The jet-like flow in the vortex core has the same 
maximum longitudinal component of velocity u/U 
for all Reynolds numbers for each respective constant 
x station. 

Once again, one must consider the effect that the 
probe has on the flow field as well as the ability of 
the probe to measure the flow angle and velocity in 
a nonuniform velocity field. As stated before, laser 
light sheet flow visualization showed that the probe 
had no visible effect on the position or structure of 
the primary or secondary vortex cores. Figure 9 
shows the measurement errors for the five-hole probe 
in a uniform flow field. However, the flow field over 
the 75° wing has large gradients in the lateral and 
vertical components of velocity as shown in figure 22 
(6000 ft/sec/ft). To assess the measurement errors 
of the five-hole probe in this high gradient flow field, a 
velocity survey was obtained with a three-component 
IV at the same points above the delta wing as the 
five-hole probe. Figure 23 presents the differences 
between the IV and the five-hole probe results for 
the u, v, and w components of velocity. In the 
core of the vortex, the five-hole probe has errors in 
u, v, and w of 25, 17, and 35 percent of the total 
velocity, respectively. The errors were calculated 
with the assumption that the IV measurements were 
the reference. The equation used to calculate the 
u component error is as follows: 

Uerror = 100 x (uLv - U5-hole) 

JULV +V2 +W2 LV  	 V 

The figure shows that, for regions of low velocity gra-
dients (<800 ft/sec/ft), the five-hole probe does a 
reasonable job of measuring the flow-field quantities 
(probe error <5 percent). The five-hole probe flow-
field survey data presented in this paper are uncor-
rected for effects due to the probe.
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Vorticity 

The vorticity w calculated from a velocity field 
can vary significantly due to differences in grid size 
and density. There are two commonly used tech-
niques to calculate vorticity. The first method uses 
a finite difference algorithm to approximate the gra- 
dient terms	 and	 in the calculation of vortic- oz	 y 
ity. The second method is based on Green's theorem 
and calculates the circulation, F ,f V cY, about a 
bounding path (typically a rectangle) and divides F 
by the enclosed area to compute the vorticity. The 
vorticity data presented in this paper were calculated 
by the second method. 

The velocity data obtained with the five-hole 
probe were used to calculate the streamwise vortic-
ity in the flow field above the delta wing. Stream-
wise vorticity contours are presented in figure 24 
for Reynolds numbers of 0.5 x 106, 1.0 x 106, and 
1.5 x 106. The data show that the nondimension-
alized vorticity level in the primary vortex for a 
given x station does not change significantly over the 
Reynolds number range. 

The maximum value of vorticity in a velocity field 
is very sensitive to grid size, placement, and den-
sity and, therefore, is not a good parameter for a de-
tailed comparison. The vorticity data presented by 
Carcaillet et al. in reference 14 provide a good exam-
ple. The data were generated by a 75° swept delta 
wing at Reynolds numbers bracketing the present ex-
periment. Even though very similar finite difference 
techniques were used and the survey grids were ap-
proximately the same, the data in reference 14 show 
almost twice the maximum vorticity level in the core 
when compared with those measured in this experi-
ment (fig. 25). Figure 26 presents the vorticity cal-
culated from the experiment and the vorticity calcu-
lated from results of the CFL3D Navier-Stokes code 
(ref. 15). Good agreement in the vorticity is found 
between the experiment and computation. 

Summary of Results 
An experimental investigation documenting the 

flow field over a 75° swept delta wing at an angle 
of attack of 20.5° was made. Results obtained in 
the investigation include surface flow visualization, 
off-body flow visualization, and detailed flow-field

surveys for various Reynolds numbers. Flow-field 
surveys at Reynolds numbers of 0.5 x 106, 1.0 x 106, 
and 1.5 x 106 were conducted with a pitot pressure 
probe at, five chordwise stations and with a five-hole 
pressure probe at three chordwise stations. Three-
component laser velocimeter surveys were made at a 
Reynolds number of 1.0 x 106 at one station. The 
results are as follows: 

1. Surface flow visualization was obtained at 
Reynolds numbers ranging from 0.5 x 106 to 
2.0 x 106 in increments of 0.25 x 106. This 
surface flow visualization data confirmed the 
previously reported transition Reynolds num-
ber of 0.8 x 106. 

2. Flow visualization has confirmed that the 
presence of the probe did not cause premature 
bursting of the vortex or any visually percep-
tible disturbance to either the primary or sec-
ondary vortices for the flow conditions of this 
investigation. 

3. The nondimensionalized velocities indicate 
that Reynolds number has little effect on the 
global structure of the flow field for the test 
Reynolds number range. 

4. Results from the five-hole probe indicate a jet-
like flow in the vortex core with a nondimen-
sionalized longitudinal velocity greater than 
2.0. 

5. The vortical flow field contains gradients on 
the order of 6000 ft/sec/ft. 

6. Comparisons between the velocities measured 
by the five-hole probe and those measured 
by the three-component laser velocimeter in-
dicate that the five-hole probe does a rea-
sonable job of measuring flow-field quantities 
when the gradients in the flow field are less 
than 800 ft/sec/ft. However, errors as high as 
35 percent are seen in the region of the vortex 
core. 

7. The vorticity calculated from the velocity data 
agrees well with those calculated from results 
of a Navier-Stokes code. 

NASA Langley Research Center 
Hampton, VA 23665-5225 
August 6, 1990 
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Figure 2. Variation of longitudinal component of velocity fluctuations with test-section dynamic pressure. 

Figure 3. Sketch of 75° swept delta wing model. Linear dimensions are in inches.
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Figure 4. The 75° swept delta wing in BART test section. 
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Figure 5. Typical laser light sheet flow visualization. o = 20.5°; R = 1.0 x 106. 
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Figure 6. Sketch of pitot pressure probe used during this investigation. Dimensions are in inches.
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(b) Surface flow schematic.

Figure 11. Vortical flow over a slender sharp-edged delta wing. (See ref. 11.)
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Figure 17. Pitot pressure coefficient contours of secondary vortex for x/i = 0.9.
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(a) Experiment. 

(b) Computation (ref. 15). 

Figure 26. Experimental and computational vorticity. R = 0.5 x 106 ; xli = 0.7:
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